Congratulations!

ANTHROPOLOGY

Class of 2020
2020 ANTHROPOLOGY GRADUATES

ANTHROPOLOGY MAJOR

Angelina Adam
Olivia Adams
Ian Barnes
Madeleine Battle
Zoe Boudart
Jordan Brady
Meryl Davis
Arabella Delgado
Julia Derringer
Elizabeth Ditullio
Magda Duck
Maya Goldman
Morgan Hill
Molly Huisingh
Miranda Kranz
Aydin Kurdak
Olivia Lajoie
Sophee Langerman
Tate Lehmann
Samantha Lima
Sebastian Lyos
Isabella Mancini
Paige McCurdy

Trevor McKinney
Kelsey Merritt
Kate Montero
Rhea Morgan
Laura Nagengast
Jose Naut
Nicole Newman
Karthik Pittala
Olivia Sanabria
Jordyn Sanders
Samantha Spindler
Gabrielle Starcevic
Savannah Struble
Chuxuan Wang
Xinglin Wang
Allegra Ward
Celia Weberg
Rachele Willard
Anastasia Woody
Courtney Young
Adeleine Zeigen

EVOLUTIONARY ANTHROPOLOGY

Alberto Acosta
Ainsley Belisle
Shannon Best
Saverno Chen
Melissa Connop
Malia Eastman
Alexis Garcia
Emma Gerlinger
Radhi Gohil
Xiao Huang
Sajini Jayakody
Savannah Jelneck
Sabrina Kettler
Elaine Kim
Anna Kittendorf
Katherine McCollum

Fatima Memon
Monna Meng
Erica Noble
Alexandra Parks
Noah Provizer
Renee Salem
Cassidy Schnepp
Maisey Schuler
Kyla Truax
Divya Vemulapalli
Paige Whitman
Daniel Wong
Melissa Wood

HONORS THESSES

ANTHROPOLOGICAL ARCHAEOLOGY

Allegra Ward
"Woodland Period Log Tombs in the Ohio River Valley"

BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Ainsley Belisle
"Parental Presence and its Impact on Cortisol Levels and Perceived Stress Levels in Children and Young Adults"

Erica Noble
"First Metatarsal Robusticity in Ardipithecus ramidus and its Implications for a Likely Pattern of Locomotion"

Maisey Schuler
"The role of uncoupling protein in cold-induced bone loss: implications for human climatic adaptation"

Daniel Wong
"Dietary Isotopic Nutrient Routing on High Fat, High Protein Diet: Implications for Reconstructing Hominin Diets"
Angelina Adam
“Mind, Body, Spirit: Religion and Spirituality in Medicine”

Zoe Boudart
“Forms of Care: Understanding Patients and Providers in a Safety Net Clinic in Southeast Michigan”

Jordan Brady
“Entrepreneurship, Opportunity, and Bootstrapping: The Complex Narratives of the American Dream in Detroit’s Low Income and Minority Communities”

Elizabeth DiTullio
“Undocumented Again: Secrecy and Strategic Nondocumentation for Undocumented Students at the University of Michigan”

Tate Lehmann
“An Examination of Women’s Dormitory Life at the University of Michigan: 1960s/1970s vs. Today”

Nicole Newman

Robert Snell
“Somewhere Over the Sandy Rainbow: A Bridged ThohT Experience”

Rachele Willard
“Posthumous Persons: The Continued Presence of the Dead on Social Networking Sites.”